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Purpose of the report 
 
This report is to feedback the results from the recent consultation into a 
proposal to introduce waiting restrictions in Blackhorse Road (Part of), Bright 
Street, Derrick Road, Hanham Road (Part of), Laurel Street, Moravian Road 
(Part of), and Wood Road.  
 
The report has the following sections: 

• Background 

• Purpose of the consultation 

• Feedback from the consultation 

• Future programme 
 
Background 
 
A number of concerns have been raised by local residents about parking in 
the residential roads south of Cecil Road. Inappropriate parking has been 
causing access difficulties in this area.  
 
A scheme was included in the Capital Program to investigate possible waiting 
restrictions to alleviate the situation.  
 
Following an initial meeting with the local members it was proposed initially 
consult on a residents parking scheme before consulting on wider waiting 
restrictions in the area. The proposed residents parking scheme would 
include; Blackhorse Road (Part of), Bright Street, Derrick Road, Hanham 
Road (Part of), Laurel Street, Moravian Road (Part of), and Wood Road. 
South Road and Halls Road were not included as the majority of properties 
have access to off street parking. 
 
Purpose of the scheme 
 
The purpose of the scheme is to discourage all day commuter parking and 
vehicles from the nearby industrial units, particularly where this causes safety 
or access issues, whilst minimising the impact of any new waiting restriction 
scheme on local residents.  
 
The proposed scheme was to introduce residents permit parking bays along 
Blackhorse Road (Part of), Bright Street, Derrick Road, Hanham Road (Part 
of), Laurel Street, Moravian Road (Part of), and Wood Road. The bays will be 



 

 

installed between driveways which will be covered by no waiting at any time 
restrictions to ensure adequate access for residents wishing to enter and exit 
their properties.  
 
Purpose of the consultation 
 
Consultation packs (including a letter, plan, numbered questionnaire and 
freepost return envelope) were delivered to 218 addresses within the 
proposed permit parking scheme area.   
 
Feedback from the consultation 
 
South Gloucestershire Council received 87 completed questionnaires 
(40.8%), the responses have been analysed to identify any patterns or issues 
that residents may have highlighted.    
 
Response rate 
In all 89 completed questionnaires were returned to the council, 

• 11 responses  (38%) of addresses from Blackhorse Road,   

• 11 responses (55%)  of addresses from Bright Street,    

• 18 responses  (42%) of addresses from Derrick Road,    

• 12 responses  (34%) of addresses from Hanham Road,   

• 19 responses  (43%) of addresses from Laurel Street,    

• 13 responses  (38%) of addresses from Moravian Road,  

•   4 responses  (33%) of addresses from Wood Road.   
 
Support the introduction of residents parking in their road 
(Our Residents Parking Policy requires that 70% of respondents support the 
introduction of residents parking for it to proceed). 
 
The responses indicate: 

• 7No. (64%)  of Blackhorse Road respondents supported the proposals 

• 8No.  (73%)  of Bright Street respondents supported the proposals 

• 10No. (56%)  of Derrick Road respondents supported the proposals 

• 7No.  (58%) of Hanham Road respondents supported the proposals 

• 15No. (79%) of Laurel Street respondents supported the proposals 

• 10No. (77%) of Moravian Road respondents supported the proposals 

•   4No. (100%) of Wood Road respondents supported the proposals 
 
Support for controls operating Monday to Saturday 

•   8No. (73%) of Blackhorse Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   8No. (73%)  of Bright Street respondents supported this proposal 

•   8No. (44%) of Derrick Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   9No. (75%)  of Hanham Road respondents supported this proposal 

• 15No. (79%) of Laurel Street respondents supported this proposal 

• 10No. (77%) of  Moravian Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   4No. (100%) of Wood Road respondents supported this proposal 
 

 



 

 

Support for controls operating 8am to 6pm 

•   8No. (73%) of Blackhorse Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   9No. (82%) of Bright Street respondents supported this proposal 

•   8No. (44%)  of Derrick Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   8No. (67%)  of Hanham Road respondents supported this proposal 

• 12No. (63%)  of Laurel Street respondents supported this proposal 

•   6No. (46%) of Moravian Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   2No. (50%)  of Wood Road respondents supported this proposal 
 

Support for controls operating 9am to 5pm 

•   0No.   (0%) of Blackhorse Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   1No.   (9%) of Bright Street respondents supported this proposal 

•   4No. (22%) of Derrick Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   1No.   (8%) of Hanham Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   2No. (11%) of Laurel Street respondents supported this proposal 

•   3No. (23%) of Moravian Road respondents supported this proposal 

•   2No. (50%) of Wood Road respondents supported this proposal 
 
Parking location 
Of the residents responding: 

• 55% park on-street during the week     

• 64% park on-street at the weekend     
 
Parking issues 
A number of parking issues were highlighted; 

• 28% indicate their visitors experience parking problems  

• 27% find it difficult to park during the weekday    

• 24% find it difficult to park at the weekend    

• 20% consider parking obstructs junctions 

• 18% consider parking impedes traffic flow 

• 14% experience inconsiderate (footway) parking    

•   8% consider parking obstructs driveways     
  

Other comments 
An assessment of the comments made on the questionnaire returns the 
largest number of responses related to: 

• The lack of enforcement of the existing waiting restrictions, leading to 
concern that any new regulations will not be enforced (14%)    

• Concern about commuters and local businesses parking in residential 
streets (8%)  

• Concern about how emergency vehicles would gain access (1%)  

• Concern about pedestrians having to walk in the carriageway (0.5%) 
 
Consideration of responses and comments 
 
The council has a policy for residents parking schemes that requires 70% 
support from the responses received before a scheme is formally proposed.  



 

 

Resident support in Blackhorse Road was 64%, if this road is removed from 
the scheme, the remaining streets achieved a 41% response to the 
consultation, of these 70% indicated support for a permit parking scheme.  
 
In light of the required 70% being achieved, it is proposed that a permit 
parking scheme for be included in the Woodstock waiting restriction review.      
 
The need for adequate enforcement of any new regulation would be 
undertaken by the council’s parking enforcement team.   
 
Additional parking is proposed in Blackhorse Road in response to requests for 
the lengths of existing waiting restrictions in Blackhorse Road to be reduced. 
 
Future programme 
 
South Gloucestershire Council will carry out consultation on proposals for 
waiting restrictions in the Woodstock Area, including residents parking bays in 
Bright Street, Derrick Road, Hanham Road, Laurel Street, Moravian Road and 
Wood Road, enabling people to view the proposals for the areas they are 
interested in and make further comments if they choose. It is anticipated that 
this consultation will take place during the summer of 2017. 
 
Depending on the outcome of the waiting restrictions consultation and 
comments received, it is anticipated that the scheme be revised accordingly 
and progressed to be formally advertised.  
 
If objections are received during the formal advertisement period South 
Gloucestershire Council will be required to take a report to the Director of 
Environment and Community Services for a decision on how to proceed.   
 


